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stories: short fiction from the best of canadas new writers) discover some of canadas best new writers with this
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important literary journey. i’m sure that everyone else in australia who has been . the crocodile prize
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anthology 2016 5 prison – not the end ... in special collections, simon fraser university library - the
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short stories james moffett - 1099448 points of view an anthology short stories james moffett points of
view an anthology short stories james moffett this is a trusted place to have points of view ... a short history
of the short story - the short story emerged in a blitzkrieg of 19th-century magazine publishing, reached its
apotheosis with chekhov, and became one of the great 20th-century art forms. with the arrival of the inaugural
national short story prize, don't let your stories languish! - • the anthology is comprised of stories that
were previously published in reputable canadian journals. • it will give you an idea of where you should submit.
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